On Apr 27, 2015, at 9:25 PM, John Kraft <xxxxxxxxxxxxx> wrote:
OK,l here they are saying that even for non university events, the list is too burdensome
at around 3000 events in a 12 month period.

Does not include athletic events.

From: McCarthy, Kathleen Elizabeth <mccarthk@illinois.edu>
Sent: Monday, October 20, 2014 5:00 PM
To: John Kraft
Cc: University of Illinois FOIA; McCarthy, Kathleen Elizabeth
Subject: RE: FOIA Response (14-662)
Mr. Kraft,
Per our conversation last week, I have inquired as to whether we could provide a financial listing
of the catering for all non-University events. I have found out that it is possible for us to
produce such a report, but even with limiting the list to non-University events, it is estimated
that we would have approximately 3,000 events for a 12 month period. Given the amount of
events, please let me know if you would be willing to reduce the timeframe of your request to a
six month period and/or limit your request to a specific location. If you would be willing to
reduce the timeframe of your request and/or limit it to a certain location, please let me know
what time period and/or location you would want us to focus on.
Please note, to the extent you are interested in catering costs for suites at athletic games, I have
learned that such information would not be available in the list I described above. Such
information is kept in another department and would require a different search. If you are
interested in this information, I would recommend that you proceed with a narrowed version of
the above request and, after that request has been processed, submit another FOIA request for
this information.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Kathy

Kathleen McCarthy
Assistant Director, FOIA Administration
Office for University Relations

University of Illinois
Urbana-Champaign, Chicago, Springfield
312-996-3773 mccarthk@uillinois.edu

From: University of Illinois FOIA
Sent: Monday, October 13, 2014 5:22 PM
To: Hudak-David, Virginia; Kuehn, Melanie; McCarthy, Kathleen Elizabeth; Hudak-David, Virginia
Subject: FW: FOIA Response (14-662)

From: John Kraft
Sent: Monday, October 13, 2014 5:21:42 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada)
To: University of Illinois FOIA
Subject: Re: FOIA Response (14-662)

How about the last 12 months? Will that work?

From: University of Illinois FOIA <FOIA-OUR@mx.uillinois.edu>
Sent: Monday, October 13, 2014 4:33 PM
To: John Kraft
Cc: University of Illinois FOIA
Subject: FOIA Response (14-662)
October 13, 2014
John Kraft
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Re: FOIA 14-662
Dear Mr. Kraft:
I write to respond to your Freedom of Information request of October 6, in which
you requested:
“1.
Copy of financial transaction history for the catering department for the last 3
years.
2.
Copy of all invoices issued by the catering department for the last 3 years.”
Our office has conducted a preliminary search for the documents.

